Secrets from the Support Vaults

--- Episode 4 ---
In today’s episode

- TrimBox - centered or not?
  Using Variables in a Property

- Delete images or text in a defined area
Centered or not?
Size of boxes calculated using Variables
The problem
There is a check for that
So what’s the problem?

• No tolerance
  – Even if the centering is off by one point, I get an error
• So what can I do?
Use JavaScript

• Condition to use:

![JavaScript Condition](image)

• Condition == distance on the left
  JavaScript variable == distance on the right
Loophole

• Why does my second example document fail? (and how do I fix it?)
Questions?
support@callassoftware.com
help.callassoftware.com
Less is more
How to delete objects in a defined area
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The problem
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Find it!

In the callas pdfToolbox: Edit Check window, the user can select properties to check for specific conditions. The selected property is "is image" and the check is applied to objects that are of type image. The user can specify a custom ID for the JavaScript and reports and apply the check to various page contents such as text, font, image, colors, ICC color spaces, graphic state properties, and form fields. The check can be applied to the current file or embedded files and ignores objects outside the current area. The check is not locked and can be used in usage scenarios.
Remove it!

Remove images in upper right corner

Fixup category:

- All
- Color spaces, spot colors, inks
- Pages
- Document info and Metadata
- Interactive elements and properties
- Document
- Page contents
- Layers

Type of fixup:

- Remove .notdef glyphs
- Remove all objects except
- Remove empty pages
- Remove glyphs with invalid encoding definition
- Remove invisible image data
- Remove objects
  - Removes defined objects from the PDF document.
- Remove objects outside page area
- Remove page geometry boxes
- Remove page scaling factor

Custom ID (for Reports):

Apply only to objects identified by a check: image in upper right corner

Apply this fixup to:

- Current file
- Embedded files

This fixup is not locked.
Remove it!

- Remove objects:
  - Remove objects found by one or more checks

- To do it reversed:
  - Fixup „Remove all objects except“

- Limit it to page range:
  - Property „Sequential page number“
Order! Order!
(I was here before you!)
That’s it folks!

Questions?

Hauke Marc Heusmann
Senior Product Manager

Akash Choudhary
Product Manager OEM
Next week:

How can I make a check for safety margins?

Can I use pdfToolbox Server to generate non-English preflight reports?
Thank you!

support@callassoftware.com
help.callassoftware.com